Component 1 – Art, Craft and Design
Level 5
Candidate 1
Art, Craft and Design – Level 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AO1</th>
<th>AO2</th>
<th>AO3</th>
<th>AO4</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examiner comment:
AO1: Mostly confident and assured ability – Level 5
AO2: Mostly confident and assured ability – Level 5
AO3: Fully confident and assured ability – Level 5
AO4: Mostly confident and assured ability – Level 5

Total of 57 marks overall.
Seth Clark

Seth Clark is a designer and artist whose work focuses on decayed and deteriorating architecture. He creates these collapsing structures through rigourous and efficient mediums to show the interplay of disorder.

I like how Seth Clark somehow blends different mediums together to make one piece of art. His work is somehow decayed and messy but also neat, showing disorder and order.

Order and Disorder

Order: Good and evil, balance, peace and chaos, mega mix

Disorder: Messy and tidy, OCD, breaking things

Nurture, order, disorder, storms, innocence, death, collapse, collapse, order, disorder.
My own photograph of a broken window.

Drypoint etching

The once ordered listings have become disordered and obscured.

Using drypoint etching gave a "decorated" domino print, rather than a neat print.
57 marks
57 marks
Francis Bacon (28 October 1909 - 27 April 1992) was a British expressionist painter. His portraits showed distorted faces and emotions.

His panel was about the different views of a person in spirit personally.
57 marks
57 marks
Diego Max is a Brazilian artist who blends together art and architecture. His work shows the duality and characteristics of the mind. He uses paint and oily paper to create this effect.

I like how all the bright seemingly random forms are blended and brought together in color.

Diego Max

57 marks
These are my experiments of disassembling the face. I used acrylic paint and collage. I added patterns and textures to show the character of the face and the mind.

My mixed media piece is in the style of Diego Mar. I used charcoal and magazine cut outs to create this.
Agnes тож tears away to show the chaos and disorder of people, or the selections certain pieces to show where people are, work out what's happening.

It looks more torn than cut-out in Ized menu so that's how I did my version.

I took photos in different positions and traced certain sections of the photos collectively, to add part of the picture but not the whole story. There is order as you can tell the shape but disordered because you cannot see everything.

57 marks
57 marks
57 marks
Obsessions

Obsessions with objects can reveal a person's personality or how disordered they are. These photos show a disordered obsession with yourself, vanity through mirrors and makeup and being obsessed with winning through the model.
Final Piece Planning

Composition Experiment

I like the black and the purples. It's the more unusual and the more composition on its more effective better.
57 marks